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NEURO-GENETIC BASED FUZZY SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER AND
PMDC MOTOR CONTROL APPLICATION
Ibrahim Beklan Kucukdemiral,  Galip Cansever
Yildiz Technical University, Department of Electr ical Engineering, 80750 Besiktas / Istanbul - Tr-rrkey
{beklan. cansever } (Dvi ldiz.edu.tr
ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a new rnethod for
determining architecture of a Sl iding-n-rode fuzzy
control ler. The n-rethod r-rses the power of genetic
algori thm (GA) for searching the optimal valr-res of
these parameters. For the corrpr-rtation of the fitness
function, GA uses the neural network model of the
systent. To demonstrate the efficiency of the
proposed control,  a real-t ime PMDC servo motor
speed control appl icat ion is given at the end.
KEY WORDS
Sliding Mode Control, Genetic Algorithms, ANN,
PMDC Motor Control
I . INTRODUCTION
Sliding mode control (SMC) is a powerfi-rl rnethod
for controll ing the nonlinear systems where the
systen has lots ofuncertainties and disturbances. The
power of the rnethod lies under its independency to
parameter variations and model free architecture
except the bounds ofparameters.
In the last decade, many attempts have been made to
design the Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) based on
the SMC laws [1], t2l, t3l In [4] it 's proposed that
an FLC can be handled as an extension of the
conventional variable structure controller with a
boundary layer. Hwang et al. proposed a fi,rzzy
sliding mode controller for high order nonlinear
processes [5].
During the design process of a sliding mode
controller, it is a real problem to determine the
optimal topology of the sliding surface and the
boundary layer thickness. In this paper we propose a
new method for detern.rining these parameters. The
method uses the power of genetic algorithm (GA) for
searching the optimal values of these parameters. For
the computation of the fitness function, GA uses the
neural network model of the system. To demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed control, a real-tin-re
PMDC servo motor speed control application ts
given at the end. Also the performance comparisons
of the proposed controller and the conventional PI
and fuzzy PI controllers are given. All the
algorithms, including the Genetic and Neural-
Network Model are programmed by C++ and applied
to the systerr. The control led process includes 3 DC
servo-motors (each 3000 rpm, 52V, 90W), which are
coupled to each other. One of the motors is used as a
control led process, whereas the others are used as
load and taco-generator, respectively.
The rest ofthe paper is organized as fol lows. Sectron
2 reviews the sl iding rrode theory, Section 3 presents
the proposed algori thn, Section 4 presents the
experimental results of the proposed control system
with discussions and f inal ly Sectron 5 concludes the
paper.
2. SLIDING MODE CONTROL
Let (l) be a general n. order differential equation
expressing a nonlinear system where_fis an unknown
ftinction which is not exactly known, but the
uncertainty of/ is bounded by a known flrnction of
i  as in (2) and (3), u e 9l and y e 9l are the inpur
and output of the plant, respectively, and
i  = ( x ,  . x : , . . . , x , ,  1 r  = ( x , i , . . . , x ( " - t ) ; r  e  9 i "  i s
the state vector of the syster.n that is assumed to be
measurable for the systen-r.
x ( " )  =  f  ( x , i , . . . , x t , - t ) ) *  u  ..  ( l )
1 _ ' = Y
-f (i) = ]G) * MG) , Q)
| ^ f (i) l< r(t) (3)
rn (:) A/(i) is unknown but /(;) and F(i) are
known. The control objective is to determine a
feedback control Lt = Lt(i) sr-rch that the state vector
i of the closed-loop system will follow the desired
s ta te  i , ,  = ( xa , * ,1  , . . . , x ! ' - t l 7 r .  I n  o the r  wo rds ,
f h p  t r o n l z i n  c  o . . n .
6 = i - i " t = ( e , e , . . . , e t ' , - t ) ) r ,  G l
shor-rld converge to zero. The basic idea of SMC is as
follows. Define a scalar ft lnction
s( ; , r )  =  ( t  +  1 ) ' - 'A ,  (5 )
where ,1, is positive constant. Then, s(i, l) - 0
defines a time-varfng sliding surface. Specially for
9t' (s) can be rewritten as.
s( i , f )  = e *  ) "e = i  + Lr  -  i , t  -  bd = 0,
(6)
which is a straight l ine in x - i phase plane. Indeed,
s(f,f) = 0 represents a l inear differential equation
whose unique solution is d(f) = d . In order to
achieve the objective, which is defined above, the
control signal a should satisf,,
second order systerr, we change the control law (9)
to
u = -J  (x)  +x,  -  lA -  K$, i )sar(2s / Q)
(13 )
where the satr-u'ation tunction sat(2.s I Q) is defined
AS
(  l 4 )
Generally, if the system is in the forrn (15) where the
control gain is unknown but of known bor-rnds as in(16) ,  byusing (17)  as a contro l  s ignal  and (18)  as the
amplitude of discontinuous part of the control signal
one can easily show that (5) is satisfied [6].
i = f+bu  (15 )
0 (  D, . in  1b  1b ,no*
b  =  \b ,nnb,nu ,  ) "  '
i  
-1  i f  2s  tQ <_r
sa t (2s  lQ )  =  j 2s  lQ  i f  -  1<  2s  lQ  3 t
L  I  i f  2s lQ> r
l d  1
- - s -  S -n l s l
^/. aI
where ! is posit ive constant.
becomes
(7)
Let n=2, then (7)
sl , f  ( i )  *u -  i , ,  + fuz)<-4 |  s l .  (8)
I fwe choose
t r  = -J (x) *  x. i  -  ia -  K(;r . . r)sgn(s)
(e)
then (8) becomes
: . - .
s g n ( s ) L l  G ) -  J  ( t )  - K ( x , i ) s g n ( s ) l S  - r 7
( 1 0 )
where sgn(s) = I  i fs >0 and sgn(s):  - l  i fs < 0. one
can rewr i te  (10)  as ,
K(x , i )24+sgn(s ) tA l ( t ) l  ( 11 )
Therefore choosing K(x, i )  =n + F( i )  wi l l
satisfy (l 1). It is obvious that using (9) as a controller
wil l result discontinuous state movement across the
sliding sr.rrface s(l). This phenonenon is known as
chattering. Chattering is undesirable since it nay
excite high-frequency dynamics in the syster-n. A way
to eliminate chattering is to introduce a thin boundary
layer neighboring the sliding surface:
B(t)  = { i  : l  s( i , r )  l< Q /21 , (r2)
such that the control signal changes continuously
within this boundary layer. Here Q I 2 is called the
thickness of the boundary layer. Specifically, for the
tt = b-' l- -f t i, - ).e - K(x, *)sgn(s)l
( r7\
t z - i t - l -  - - i r - l  , i , - t  , .  } '
^  > D D  f  + r y b b  + l b b ' _ l i  l J  _ i . t + k l
( 1 8 )
3. NEURAL-GENETIC BASED SLIDING
FIJZZY CONTROL
From Section 2, we can conclude that the
performance of the Sliding Mode Controller highly
depends on choosing the correct values ofK and )".
There is a restriction for choosing K, which is given
in (18), whereas there is no restriction for choosing
l" . In this work we propose a new method for
choosing the correct and near-optimal values for
these parameters. Our method is based on Genetic
Algorithms (GAs). In this work GA searches the 2
dirnensional plane composed of K and 1 to
minirnize the performance measure, which is qiven in(  l 9 ) :
, hp- '  <:< p
b
0  = (b ,n , * l b ,nn ) ' ' '
(  1 6 )
t r -
0 .001+  l 0 *  IAE  +20*  yoOS +10+  ITAE(1e )
where IAE (lntegral of Absolute Error') and ITAE(lntegral of Time Multiplied Absolute Error) are
cornputed as in (20) and (2 l), respectively. Also
%oOS stands for percentage overshoot.
The proposed controller fi-rzzifies the distance to tne
Sliding Surface and srroothes the undesirable dis-
continuous control action as shown in Figr-rre 2. The
architecture of the controller is shc',vn in Figure 3.
The proposed controller uses triangular member-ship
ftrnctions for input (Figure 2) and or-rtput. The width
of the output universe is eqr-ral to K. The rule base is
shown in Table L Here NB stands for Negative Big,
NM stands for Negative Medium, NS stands for
Negative Srnal l ,  ZE stands tbr Zero, pS stands for
Posit ive Small ,  PM stands for Posit ive Medium and
final ly PB stands for Posit ive Big. As an inference
engine, we Llse; individual-rule based inference with
union cornbination, Mamdani 's minimr.rm
implication, min for all t-norm operators and max for
all s-norm operators. As a deftlzzifier, center of
average deftizzifier is used.
In this work, in order to model the dynarnic systerr, a
multiplayer feed-forward neural network is used. As
a trainrng algorithm, error back-propagation n.rethod
is used. The ANN, which is used for the model of the
system, has 2 hidden layers with 5 neurons in each
layer. The ANN has 2 inpurs and 3 oLrtputs. The
learning coeff icient and rnomentum constant ls
selected as 0.7 and 0.9, respectively.
Figure 2 Fuzzy Smoothing of the proposed controller
t i
1 0 0
S,  . , . ,
t A t  =  )  l e l K ) l




Then the new forrn of the fi.rzzy sliding mode
controller wil l be,
i - 1 .  ;  .  . '  . .u = b ' l -  J  + iu  -  Ae -  K(x,  i )u , , , - (2s I  Q)J
(22)
ln what follows, we wil l describe the optrmizatron
process teps:
Step I The system is which is controlled is operated
for the different set of values of K and 2 and the
Fitness fi-rnction given in (19) is computed. All the
values including the Fitness are stored. During this
process the valnes of K and 2 are chosen in an
interval which is determined by trail and error.
During the determination of this dor.r.rain of interval
(18) must be taken into consrderation.
Step 2 The set of values of K and 2 which are
obtained in Step l, are used in this step for training
the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model of the
system. The ANN model of the system is shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 1. ANN model of the optimization process
Step 3 GA is used in order to find the near-optimal
values of K and ),. During the GA process, the
chromosot.nes which include the binary codes that do
not satisfy ( I 8) are assrgned to 0 fitness.
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NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB
NB NNI NS ZE PS PM PB
Table 1. Rule Base for Fuzzv Smoothins
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ln this section, we show the real t ime
performance comparison results of the proposed
Fuzzy Sl iding Mode control ler and the conventional
Fttzzy-Pl Control ler. The control ler perfomances are
compared on a pernanent nlagnet DC servo nrotor
mechanism with a nonl inear load increasing with the
speed of the system. The amount of the load
lncreases exponential ly with the increasing speed of
the rotor.
The sampling period is chosen as 2kIIz. Al l  the
software is coded with C++ and applied to the systen.t
vra Pentium 200Mhz PC, The process has three DC
motors, which are 90W each, and are coupled to each
other on the same rotor axis. One of them is used for
feedback generation and the others are used as plant
and load, respectively. The feedback signal ls
eliminated from disturbances by a passive filter and a
digital moving average type 20'h order frlter by
software.
The proposed control ler is cor.upared with the GA
based optir lal  pure FLC and GA based PI control ler
in ternrs of IAE, ITAE and oloOS. The 1lC gives idea
about the process ability for tracking the reference
whereas, the ITAE gives idea about the steady state
errors between the reference and system output.
To search an optirnal solut ion, a populat ion of 30
chromosomes is selected. Each chromosome rs
constructed to include K and )".  The mutation rate
P,n and the crossover rate P" are chosen as 0.01 and
0.95, respectively. For crossover operation, f ixed-
polnt clossover mechanism is used. As selection
mechanism roulette wheel select ion is used. On the
other hand, in order to guarantee the survival of the
best chromosome; worst chromosome is replaced
with the best chromosome in each generation. t tr"
number ofgenerations is chosen as 300. The change
of total fitness with respect to generation obtained
during the optimization process is shown in Figure 4
In general,  speed control of a PMDC motor system





Figure 4. Total Fitness in each generation
where )-o= OOO denotes the control ler gain, K
denotes the motor constant, J denotes total inert ia of
motor and load, L denotes armature inductance, R
denotes armature resistance, po denotes the total
fr ict ion coeff icients of load and motor, f0 denotes
the angr,r lar velocity of rotor and f inal ly U denotes the
applied voltage to l 'notor.
I fwe represent @ by x and (b by i  then (23) can be
rewnllen as
i = - i a - x b + c u  ( 2 4 )
R r + r p
where a stands for T, b stands for
p r R +  K )  ^  L n K
a n o  i t n a l l v  c  s t a n d s  l o f  : .
JL JL
The characteristics of the controlled motor are listed
in Table 2.











0.000 I l NmSecRad-
I
J 0.0000421kgm2
R 2.9Qu(s)  7s - ,FoL+JR^ ,BoR+K);
JL JL
, (23)
As a result of NeLrral-Genetic optin.r izat ion process,
near optir .ual valtres of K : 0. 17 and ),: j .7 are
obtained. To demonstrate the val idity of the proposed
control ler, the tracking performance ofthe proposed
and conventional fuzzy-P| controllers are compared.
The comparison results (FigLrre 5, Table 3) show that
there is a signif icant inprovement in the tracking
perfornrance in terr-ns of overshoots and ITAE.
Figure 5. Response ofthe proposed controller (-)
and the conventional f ltzzy -PI controller (-,)
Table 3. Performance analyses of the controllers
5.  CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a systematic method
to find out the near optimal architecture of a sliorng
fuzzy controller. As an optimization method GA is
used. During the optimization procedure ANN model
of the system provided the parameters of the fitness
function. Instead of using the exact systeur during
fitness computation in each cycle, the wasted time is
shortened by using ANN model.
On the other hand, undesirable discontintrons control
signal effect is eliminated by using a fuzzy boundary
layer. In order to show the validity of the proposed
controller, the algorithm is applied to a speed control
of a servo system. The experimental results
demonstrated that the proposed controller shows
satisfactory improvement in trajectory following
when it is cornpared with conventional fi"rzzy-PI
controller.
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